DISQUALIFICATION no report – red card
To be send within 48 hours after the game to : rapport@flh.lu
Surname
N° player

First name
N° licence

Teams

Club
N° game
Date

Category
Time of disqualification

Type of offense – tick applicable (X)
8:5

Fouls that warrant a disqualification – CD paragraph 3
a) the actual loss of body control while running or jumping, or during a throwing action.
b) a particularly aggressive action against a part of the body of the opponent, especially face, throat or neck; (intensity of the body
contact).
c) the reckless attitude demonstrated by the guilty player when committing the foul.
Comment – goalkeeper
a) a goalkeeper leaves the goal area, gains possession of the ball, but in his movement causes a collision with the opponent.
b) a goalkeeper leaves the goal area, cannot reach or control the ball, but causes a collision with the opponent.

8:9

Seriously unsportsmanlike conduct – CD paragraph 3
a) throwing or hitting the ball away in a demonstrative manner, after a decision by the referees.
b) if a goalkeeper demonstratively refrains from trying to stop a 7-metre throw.
c) deliberately throwing the ball at an opponent during a stoppage in the game. If it is done with a lot of force and from very short
distance, it is more appropriately regarded as a ‘particularly reckless action under 8:6.
d) when a 7m shooter hits the goalkeeper’s head, if the goalkeeper is not moving his head in the direction of the ball.
e) when a free throw shooter hits a defender’s head, if the defender is not moving his head in the direction of the ball.
f) an act of revenge after having been fouled.

8:10

Extremely unsportsmanlike conduct – CD paragraph c-6 / d-7
c) if during the last 30 seconds of a game the ball is out of play, and a player prevents or delays the execution of a throw for the
opponents, in order to prevent them from being able to take a shot on goal or to obtain a clear scoring chance, the guilty player is to be
disqualified and a 7m throw is to be granted to the opponents. It applies to any type of interference (e.g., with only limited physical action,
interfering with the execution of a throw such as intercepting a pass, interference with the reception of the ball, not releasing the ball).
d) if during the last 30 seconds of a game the ball is in play, and the opponents through an infringement by a player of the rule 8:5
prevent the team in possession from being able to take a shot on goal or to obtain a clear scoring chance, the guilty player is disqualified
according to the corresponding rules and the team in possession is granted a 7m throw.

Comment (small description of the nature of the offense):

Surname / First name
Referee A
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Referee B

Delegate

